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IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR
B.COM. PART I AND SEM I CANDIDATES
LANGUAGE EXAMINATION
EXAM PROCEDURE OF B. COM. PART I CMEC AND MIL
(UNDER 1+1+1 SYSTEM) AND SEM I CMEC AND MIL (UNDER
CBCS) (EXCEPT BENGALI)
Mode of Examination: Theoretical Examination and Online uploading of answer scripts










Question papers can also be downloaded from the Website
https://syamaprasadcollege.in link or directly from Online examination
portal/website using the link
https://sites.google.com/view/spcexamcontrol2020/home on the scheduled days
of the examination as per the Theoretical Schedule / Program issued on dated 1911-2020 (Notice no- SPC/EXAM/2-4/S-10-2020).
The duration of online examination is mentioned in detailed theoretical schedule
and will also be mentioned in the question paper.
Answer Scripts can be uploaded to the College online examination section via
Google form for the respective departments on the same day by 2:30pm. CMEC and
Alternative English scripts to be submitted to English Department
Bengali answer scripts to Bengali department
Hindi answer scripts to Hindi department
The link for answer script submission will be active from the end of examination
(i.e. 2:00pm) till 2.30pm on the same day.
The answer script can be submitted only once.
Multiple entry or submission is strictly prohibited.
Answer script of previous day examination cannot be submitted on next or
subsequent examination days. If any such discrepancies are found then the
submitted answer script or scripts is liable to be rejected or cancelled.



For detailed instruction students are advised to follow Notice bearing no
SPC/DI/2-11-20 – N2 dated 23-11-2020

EXAM PROCEDURE OF B. COM. SEM I (UNDER CBCS)
SUB: BENGALI












The above examination would be conducted on 7/12/2020 through Google Form for
which the students are to open an email account with gmail.
Thereafter, Visit http://www.spccommerce.in/ and Click “Link for online exam”
You will be directed to a folder and find a Pdf file with name “1207 Exam linkBeng Sem-1”
Open the same and click on the link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScaeivFA2Mqizb1nhNZRi4XME16rd2
Pzp_GQVYLF_J1or_mvA/viewform and you will be directed to respective Google
form
Form will accept response during scheduled examination hours only
After opening the form, fill up required details accordingly. Provide contactable
mobile number in the form.
You will be provided with different answers for a single question out of which you
are to choose the right answer as per your choice by clicking the button provided
along with the answer.
After completion click submit button
One student should fill up one form. Duplication is strictly prohibited
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